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LETTER

JIM RINK
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mbrose Bierce once said, “In each human heart are a tiger, a pig, an ass, and
a nightingale; diversity of character is due to their unequal activity.” In this issue
of the Journal we celebrate a different kind of diversity — diversity in terms of
geography or terroir and diversity in terms of the different types of wine grapes
we report about.
Where is the actual “birthplace” of wine and what types of grapes were used?
Longtime AWS member and San Luis Obispo Chapter Director Mike Botwin
continues his “magical history tour” in Part 2 of “The Cradle of Wine.”
Wine consultant Wayne Stitzer has some short but sweet advice for when your
grape or fruit wines don’t generate enough alcohol. It’s chaptalization, by the
numbers.
Michael Schafer, CSW, has some happy trails for you…Six Michigan wine trails to
be exact. Classic vinifera varietals and cold hardy hybrids are grown in the state,
which has a total of 117 commercial wineries.
On the travel front, George Medovoy has recently returned from Israel where he
spent some time with the owners of a new boutique winery with very old ties —
Montefiore Winery.
Our very own AWS Executive Director John Hames has reviewed a new book,
Finger Lakes Wine and the Legacy of Dr. Konstantin Frank. As you may know,
the Society was founded by Dr. Frank in 1967. Read John’s informative review
on page 13.
Regular contributor Roger Morris was kind enough to attempt to answer a
nagging question I’ve been asking myself: “Why don’t Americans age wine
anymore?”
As always, we giddily present “21 Wines to Watch” by Ellen Landis, CS, CSW.
In this issue, Ellen features mostly California wines, with Australia, Italy and New
Zealand thrown in for good measure. Bottle prices in this issue’s collection range
from $17 to $100.
Last, but certainly not least, we welcome renowned Pennsylvania winemaker
Eric Miller to our staff box. Eric shares his love of Okanagan Valley wines with us.
Specifically, he has singled out Blue Mountain Winery and La Frenz Winery for
our reading pleasure.

				Stay thirsty,			
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ISRAEL’S

by George Medovoy

MONTEFIORE
Brings History to Life
Again in the Judean Hills

T

he iconic Montefiore Windmill
overlooking the city of Jerusalem
recalls one man’s lifelong attachment to the land of Israel.
Sir Moses Montefiore, the famous British philanthropist
and visionary who made many trips to the Holy Land, built
the windmill in 1857.

executive role in the winery. He studied wine at the WSET
in London and worked at wineries in the Barossa Valley
in Australia and Monsant in Spain. Currently, he works for

A wine lover who drank a bottle a day and lived to be 101,
Montefiore purchased land outside Jerusalem’s old city
walls in 1855, naming it Kerem Moshe Montefiore v’
Yehudit, Hebrew for “the vineyard of Moses and Judith
Montefiore.” (Judith was his wife).
Fast forward over 150 years, and Sir Moses becomes the
inspiration behind the Montefiore Winery -- the newest of
many boutique wineries flourishing in Israel today.
Behind the winery that bears his name are three very
enterprising Israelis:
• Arnon Geva, an Israeli wine industry veteran who
pioneered the Judean Wine Route, is Montefiore’s CEO.
Geva was also a founding partner of Israel’s Domaine du
Castel Winery and headed international business at
Carmel and Yatir wineries.
• Rachel Montefiore, Israel’s junior squash champion for
two years, is the winery’s vice-president of marketing
and sales and studied wine at the Ramat Gan (Israel)
Wine Academy.
• Rachel’s brother, David, is a partner, but holds a non6 |
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Jerusalem’s iconic windmill overlooks the lovely Yemin Moshe
neighborhood at sunset. Noam Chen photo, Israel Ministry of Tourism.
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

Tabor Winery in the Galilee.
What makes this historic chapter in Israel’s wine story even
more enchanting is the fact that Rachel and David, the
6th generation, are direct descendants of Sir Moses
Montefiore’s heir.

WINERY
		

And their father, Adam Montefiore, is the highly-respected
Israeli wine authority, who, with his wife Jill and their
children, left their home in London more than 25 years
ago to carve out a new life in Israel. They became the first
members of the family to go and live in Israel.

with Sir Moses by one day building their own facility in the
Judean Hills, whose forests and springs Sir Moses loved
so much, writing in his diary of terraced vineyards and olive
groves leading up to Jerusalem.
The Judean Hills wine region rises gently from Israel’s
coastal plain, generally following the Tel Aviv-Jerusalem
Highway, and as you make your way into the Biblical Ayalon
Valley, you’re reminded of the story of King David engaging
the Philistines in battle there.
The Judean Hills soils are limestone, and the weather is
generally moderated by cool Mediterranean breezes. In the
higher elevations, reaching up to about 2,000 feet, there
can be snow in winter and temperatures can fall to 41
degrees, with the summers ranging in the high 50s.
Montefiore Winery’s approach to winemaking concentrates
on wines more suitable to the Israeli climate, so instead
of Cabernet Sauvignon, it looks to Syrah, Petite Sirah, and
Colombard, for example. As Rachel notes, these

As Rachel recounts in the winery’s busy office off Tel Aviv’s
trendy Rothschild Blvd., her family’s story “means a lot
because, we left all the family that was back in England. It
was only us.”
In the ensuing years, Adam Montefiore became the
veritable ‘voice’ of the Israeli wine industry, tirelessly
promoting the story of a country tapping into its ancient
roots to develop modern Mediterranean wines highlyprized on the international scene. He has represented
Golan Heights and, more recently, Carmel, two of Israel’s
largest and most successful wineries.
As for Rachel, well, she never imagined working in the wine
business. A professional gym trainer who studied nutrition
and Chinese medicine, she was sidelined by a knee injury
and therefore had to look for a new direction in life.
That ‘new direction’ came the day she made a fateful
decision to take a job with a large retail wine shop in Tel
Aviv and later accepted what she calls a “dream offer” to
become a sommelier at a high-end Tel Aviv restaurant on
--of all places -- Montefiore Street.

BIBLICAL PROPORTIONS
Because of its relative newness, Montefiore Winery, which
was launched in 2010, produces its wine in rented space,
while it sources its grapes from vineyards in the Judean
Hills, whose ties to winemaking reach back to Biblical times.
The winery’s founders are determined to continue their link
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

Grapes like these have been a staple of the Judean Hills since Biblical times.
Montefiore Winery photo.

should be wines with “good acidity, refreshing, easydrinking, and tasty.”
“The whole idea,” she says, “is to make elegant, almost
feminine wines, which are fruit-forward and not oaky in any
way, refreshing to drink with a meal, even the red wines.”
Guiding this approach is Sam Soroka, Montefiore’s wine
consultant who graduated with a degree in Food Science
from McGill University of Montreal and studied oenology
at Adelaide University in Australia.
One of Israel’s most experienced and talented winemakers, Soroka has worked for Hardy’s in Australia and France,
Charles Krug in California, Henry Pelham in Canada, and
Carmel and Mony in Israel.
“What makes the Montefiore wines so special to me,” he
WI N E J O U R N A L
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says, “is the combination of
Moses Montefiore’s history,
his connection to the land, his
love of wine, and his vision.
“The focus on making elegant,
Mediterranean-style
wine
from varieties that perform
very well in the Israeli climate
supports this vision. In the
vineyards where the winery
Sam Soroka, Montefiore’s wine
consultant. Ariel Ariav photo.
sources its fruit, very special
attention is focused on getting the ripeness right and producing balanced wines with style and elegance.”
Because of the region’s steep slopes, some vines require
planting in a terraced fashion, while others cover the shape
of the valleys in curved arcs. Harvesting is carried out at
night to get the grapes to the winery while still cool.

“To continue the story of Moses Montefiore is very
important,” Rachel Montefiore sums up, “because that’s
the backbone of our winery. I always say we’re the most
start-up winery (in Israel) with the most historical story
behind it.”
For more information about the winery, visit www.montefiorewines.net.
And happy tasting!

About The Author
George Medovoy is a longtime contributor to the
Journal. George is a veteran travel writer, whose
website, www.PostcardsForYou.com, covers
regional California destinations, as well as national
and overseas travel.
George can be reached at tpostcard@aol.com.

HIGH PRAISE
Montefiore wines have already received important awards,
with Montefiore Red ranked as one of the Top Ten Wines in
the New Israeli Wine Guide and, in the Israeli wine ‘Oscars’ in
which all serious wines compete, first place trophies and gold
medals in the last two years achieved for Montefiore White
in the Best Israeli White Blend, Montefiore Red as the Best
Israeli Red Blend, and Montefiore Petite Sirah as the Best
Israeli ‘Other’ Red Wine (other than Cabernet, Merlot, etc.)
Marketed in the U.S. by Royal Wine Corporation,
Montefiore wines have also won praise from Robert
Parker’s The Wine Advocate, which noted overall that the
style of the wines leans “to elegance and harmony.”
“These are graceful wines,” he said, “not bombastic
wines…they are a pleasure to drink.”
The Wine Advocate found the 2011 Montefiore Petite
Sirah, for example, to be “beautifully balanced, graceful and
silky….Overall…quite lovely, a wine that will grow on you
at the table.”
Of the 2013 Montefiore Red, Parker noted a “sensual
texture, fruit-forward intensity of flavor and a graceful,
harmonious feel…Call it a summer red if you must. It’s
delicious and it’s at a pretty nice price, easily the best value
here…you will love the sheer, elegant, understated
pleasure of it.”
Both the 2011 Montefiore Syrah and the 2012 Kerem
Moshe Red were selected for the EL AL Israel Airlines
wine list.
8 |
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Israel’s FRENCH

CONNECTION

T

he history of Israel’s modern wine story begins about
120 years ago, when Baron Edmond de Rothschild, who
owned the famous Chateau Lafite winery in France, sent
French viticulturists to the Holy Land to plant new vineyards.
Rothschild later founded the Carmel winery with winemakers
from Bordeaux, and today Carmel is one of Israel’s largest.
But until the 1980s, Israeli wine was very ordinary and
used primarily for Jewish sacramental purposes. Beginning In the early 1980s things started to change in
a very important way, however, thanks in large part to
California winemaker Peter Stern, who was invited by
the new Golan Heights Winery to be its wine consultant.
New, young winemakers came on the scene, too, including
people like Victor Schoenfeld, Golan’s very talented, awardwinning winemaker, who, like other Israeli winemakers,
had studied in the UC Davis wine program.
Golan quickly set the standard for the Israeli wine industry,
winning multiple international awards like the Gold Medal
and the Winiarski Trophy as the Best Wine in the International Wine and Spirits Competition in London for its
Cabernet Sauvignon, and three consecutive trophies in
Bordeaux, France for its Yarden series.
In the ensuing years, Israel’s wine revolution went into full
swing, with many young
winemakers
studying
abroad and new wineries being established
around the country, including dozens of new
boutique wineries, with
Montefiore being only
one of the most recent.

Victor Schoenfeld, Golan’s very talented,
award-winning winemaker
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

Speaking generally of
Israeli wines, Montefiore’s Sam Soroka notes
that the “quality
o f Israeli wines has,

indeed,
come a very long
way.”
“Israeli winemakers and wineries,” he says, “are making
wines from varieties that did not exist here just a few years
ago, such as Viognier, Chenin Blanc, Rousanne, Marsanne,
Mourvedre, Grenache, Portuguese varieties such as
Touriga Nacional, and others.
“My personal work with the white variety, Colombard, has
been very rewarding. There is a lot of exploration of
varieties, flavors and wine styles.”
While the Israeli wine revolution was set in motion, something else of equal importance was happening: beginning
in the 1990s, Israelis were traveling abroad in greater numbers and experiencing the food cultures of other countries.
With an improving economy, young Israeli chefs were also
going abroad and working in Michelin-star restaurants.
When they returned to Israel, they used their new-found
skills and their dreams to shepherd the new food
revolution, opening outstanding restaurants that reflect the
country’s rich mix of cultures and tastes.
Thus, Israel’s wine-and-food revolution was born.
			-- George Medovoy
WI N E J O U R N A L
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(Editor’s Note: Part Two of Mike’s “magical history tour” picks up in Kartli — an important wine region
in central to eastern Georgia, a former Soviet republic between Europe and Asia)

PART TWO

THE CRADLE OF WINE

by Mike Botwin

even with oak treatment have woodlike notes. Tavkveri, on the other hand,
is best drunk young to appreciate this
light and tangy red. Pheasant’s Tears,
Traditional, and Chateau Mukhrani,
European, produce good examples of
both varieties.

Kvevri is a large clay jar that is filled with grape juice, placed underground for the winter to make wine

KARTLI
The region stretches some 60 miles
west from Tbilisi along the Mtkvari River and its tributaries. The vineyards are
planted in the valley’s plain, among its
gently rolling hills and contributing gorges. The climate, like Kakheti, is moderate
— mild winters and hot summers — and
as dry as Kakheti. Kartli is highlighted by
four indigenous varieties — two whites
and two reds — and is complemented
with foreign cultivars (Aligote, Pinot Noir,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Chardonnay). Sparkling wines play an important role here. European and Traditional
methods are seen here; it’s usual in the
Traditional approach of Kartli to add only
1/3 of the skins, seeds and stalks to the
qvevri in making white wines; for the
reds, all are added.
The indigenous whites:
Chinuri: a high acid white grape that
produces fresh and fruity table wines
10 |
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and crisp sparklers. Kartli’s only PDO
is Ateni--a gorge that runs into the
Mtkvari River at Gori (Stalin’s birthplace).
Ateni wines are dominated by Chinuri
but Goruli Mtsvane can be added.
Bagrationi uses Chinuri as its base
wine (with Goruli Mtsvane) for its two
sparkling wines — the excellent, dry
methodé champenoise and the not
so exciting semi-dry Charmat method
sparkler. The Kakheti based wineries
Alaverdi Monastery and Pheasant’s
Tears make excellent Traditional renditions from Chinuri.
Goruli Mtsvane: this variety, not related to Kakhuri Mtsvane, produces lively
and zesty wines with lime overtones.
The reds, while not currently widely
planted, are raising eyebrows throughout Georgia.
The recently rediscovered Shavkpito
— only about 25 acres — produces
age-worthy, full bodied wines that

We visited two wineries in Kartli at opposite ends of the industry spectrum.
Chateau Mukhrani, a 19th century
French inspired chateau on vast, manicured grounds , is currently producing
50,000 cases of only European styled
wines from its 225 acre estate vineyard
made up of Georgian and foreign varieties. Swedish investment has helped
restore this once rundown chateau
and vineyard depleted property. An
ultra-modern winery is attached to the
old chateau, which recently had qvevri
installed in the underground cellar.
Traditional table wines and methodé
champemoise sparkling wines are in
the near future.
In contrast, we visited with Iago Bitarishvili of Iago’s Cellars, the highly
respected winemaker at his tiny rustic winery. He produces a malolactic
fermented qvevri made Chinuri with a
nice mouthfeel and beautiful balance-all from his 4.5 acre organically farmed
vineyard. The wine and the lees from
the bottom half of the qvevri he distills
for chacha. His mother provided us
with a delicious country lunch while a
bus load of Russian wine tourists were
feasting (and toasting!) in the small
dining hall. Memorable.

WESTERN GEORGIA
The nearby Black Sea has a profound
effect on the climate and, therefore,
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

the mountainous vineyards of Western
Georgia. Compared to Kakheti and
Kartli these regions have higher humidity and precipitation as well as more
moderate temperatures, warmer winters and cooler summers. Of the six
scattered wine regions, only Imerti has
much of a reputation beyond its own
locale. The signature grapes of Imerti,
both white, are Tsitska and Tsolikouri.
Tsitska is a lively high acid variety well
suited for sparkling wine as well as still
wines. Tsolikouri on the other hand, by
itself, produces full bodied wines with
low to moderate acidity and pear
flavors. Understandably, many wineries in this region blend these two
varieties. European styled wines are
favored in the West.

ARMENIA
We arrived at the Yerevan International
Airport in the evening and drove to
central Yerevan. Entering the city, Armenia’s capital, we were overwhelmed
by two 18th century monumental stone
buildings, beautifully lit, the Ararat and
Noy Brandy factories. These buildings
said volumes about the Armenian wine
industry. Wine plays second fiddle to
brandy — very good brandy, indeed
(Churchill was said to prefer Armenian
brandy to French brandy). That said,
Armenia produces some wonderful
wines; particularly wines from a grape
variety that can hold its own with the
world’s best.
That grape is the ancient indigenous
variety Areni. Armenia is a high
altitude country. More than 90 percent
of the country is 3,000 feet above sea
level, with mountains, high plateaus
and deep gorges. The climate falls into
the continental category with cold
winters and hot and dry summers.
Annual rainfall is low. The best vineyards are at the higher altitudes where
it is not only cooler but also wetter.
The Areni grape, a thick skin variety, is
concentrated in one region —the most
important wine growing region of
Armenia, the Ararat Plain along the
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

Black Sea wines blend two varieties: Tsitska and Tsolikouri

Arpa River some 75 miles southeast
of Yerevan in the Vayots Dzor (“dzor”
translates to gorge).
The vast majority of the nation’s
wineries — somewhere between 25
to 30 but on the march with the influx
of boutiques — are in Vayots Dzor
Province, with several others in an
area just west of Yerevan. But even
these folks have vineyards and/or buy
grapes from the Ararat Plains.
Currently Armenia’s wine export strategy is geared towards the 8.5 million
Armenian diaspora, including a large
contingent in the U.S. If you want to
find Armenian wine here, seek an Armenian grocery market.
In 2012, Business Week magazine
named the Zorah ‘11 “Karasi” Areni
from the Ararat Plain as one of the
10 best wines of the world alongside
some of the most prestigious French
and Italian wines — wines that are
vastly more expensive than Zorah’s
$45 bottling. The winery is the pride
of the Armenian-Italian businessman
Zorick Ghargbian and his Italian winemaker Alberto Antonini. The ungrafted
Zorah vineyards are at high altitudes in
the rocky hills of this valley. They use
qvevri (karasi in Armenia) along with
stainless and oak (French and the very
dense Armenian) for aging. My
tasting notes express an elegant, well
balanced medium weight red with fine

tannins and good supporting acidity.
Black pepper abounds on the palate.
Antonini sees the wine somewhere
between Pinot Noir and Sangiovese.
There are other boutique wineries
cranking up in the area and following
the lead of Zorah--for example,
Trinity, Old Bridge and a new venture
that has hired the California consultant
Paul Hobbs.
Along the road through the valley lies
the Areni Wine Factory which was
started in 1994 by the Simonyan
family. (Confusingly, Areni is a grape, a
town, a winery and Areni-1 is the name
given to the site of the 2011 discovery
in an area cave of perhaps the world’s
oldest winery dating back 6,000 years.)
Their vineyards are at the 4,000-foot
level of nearby hills. The range of
wines is somewhat typical of commercial Armenian wineries. On the list is
a dry Areni (light to medium in body,
fine tannins, finely balanced with good
acidity, finishes with black pepper),
several semi-sweet Arenis, a soft, dry
white from the Khargi variety (also
known as Voskeat) and a long string of
semi-sweet fruit wines--including apricot (a fruit native to Armenia), pear and
pomegranate. Winemaking follows the
European model here--no qvevri--with
extended barrel aging for reds.
There’s a theme here: the Armenian
palate favors semi-sweet wines, be
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they from grape or other fruit. These
wines go well with Armenian food
which features stews and grilled
meats and vegetables.
From Bradt’s “Armenia” travel guide
comes this wine related vignette:
“Roadside stalls in the Areni area
prominently display for sale large bottles labeled Cola-Cola. Should you be
feeling thirsty and tempted to buy one,
then prepare for a shock. The usual
purchasers are Iranian truck drivers
and they are taking home to alcoholfree Iran a beverage with considerably
more body and flavor than Cola-Cola.”

gion but do their winemaking some
80 miles northwest. Maran produces
a full range of wines from dry whites
and reds to semi-sweet variations
of whites, reds and fruit wines. The
best of their dry reds I found to be the
‘11 Areni “Novarank”: great structure,
low alcohol (13%) with a nice pepper
finish. Their Areni wines are blended
with small amounts of the indigenous
varieties Tozot and Avagi (rediscovered
by and named for the winery owner,
Avag Vahagn). The dry whites are a
55/45 blend of Kharji (Voskeat) and
the French variety Aligote; I found the
whites lacking acidity and, although

made from the Armenian cultivar,
Kangoun, did not impress me--soft
and flabby.
• Ijevan Wine Co. ‘12 “White”: from a
winery 50 miles north of Yerevan and
15 miles from the large Lake Sevan.
They use both Armenian and Georgian
varieties. The ‘12 “White” is largely
from Rkatsiteli--lively and zesty--the
best white I found in Armenia.
The Georgia wine industry is alive and
well — infused with foreign investment and an eye to Western Europe
and North America for exports. While
in its early staged wine tourism is
on its way with numerous wineries
paired with restaurants and even a
few with their own hotels. Saperavi
and Rkatsiteli, 527 other varieties and
qvevri — need I say more.
While the Armenian wine industry has
been inward looking — exporting
primarily to the Armenian diaspora —
the reds from the Ararat Plain deserve
a wider exposure. Areni is a world
class variety and can carry the day for
this emerging region.

A beautiful countryside vineyard in Armenia

During the Soviet era, the area west
of Tbilisi along the Kasogh River was
home to big wineries and vineyards.
We visited one curious “leftover”.
Maran has purchased what was the
largest winery in Soviet Armenia.
It was built after WW II by German
POWs. This sprawling complex, looking more like a textile mill than a winery,
consists of 12 large cellars of which
Maran is currently using only two. One
can only image the scale of production
during the Soviet period. This family
owned enterprise traces its roots to
1820 when it had both vineyards
and a winery in the Ararat Plains. In
1993 they planted 45 acres in that reA M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G
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fragrant, came across as too soft.
Maran is equipped with the latest
modern winemaking tools for European fashioned wines; French and
Armenian oak are used for aging.

About The Author
Mike Botwin has been an AWS
member since 1973 and has

I encountered a few other Armenian
wines of note:

taught wine appreciation since

• ArmAs ‘12 Areni: a well made red
of Merlot-like structure with cherry
touches and expressive pepper.
• Armenian’ Wine Factory ‘09 Areni
“Select” and ‘10 Areni: light-to-medium in body; moderate alcohol and
crisp acidity. The ‘10 “Select” was
better balanced with a racy Beauiolais-like structure. Their whites,

San Luis Obispo Chapter Director

that same year. He has served as

since 1994. He has visited wineries in every U.S. state as well as
42 foreign countries. He can be
reached at botwin@att.net.
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FINGER LAKES WINE
AND THE LEGACY OF
DR. KONSTANTIN FRANK
Author: Tom Russ
Publisher: American Palate
Reviewed by: John Hames, AWS Executive Director
AWS members know that the Society was founded
by Dr. Konstantin Frank in 1967, but we didn’t know much
about the man himself…until now. AWS member Tom Russ
has penned a fascinating book about Dr. Frank going back
to his upbringing as part of a German family in the Russian
Ukraine and taking readers through his efforts to convince
the American wine community that vinifera grapes could be
grown in Eastern U.S. climates.

How he got from that point to the founding of the American
Wine Society and proving his detractors wrong is a testament to his persistence and a very interesting read. As
a longtime AWS member, it gave me a new appreciat i o n
for the legacy of the Society and how it cont i n u e s Dr. Frank’s vision of educating wine lovers. If you
enjoy being a member of the American Wine Society, you
need to read this book.

As I read the 148 page book, the one word that came to
mind was “persistence.” Dr. Frank had a difficult life in the
Ukraine, suffering the loss of family members and doing
what he could to survive through the war years. When he
arrived in the U.S. in 1952, he was 53 years old and ready
to share his experience and passion for growing vinifera
grapes in cool climates. However, he now faced another set
of challenges: an Eastern U.S. wine industry growing Native
American and French-American hybrids with no intention of
listening to this immigrant and plant vinifera grapes.

As a service to our members, we have worked with the
publisher to make the book available to AWS members
at the discount price of $16.00 + postage (retail price is
$21.99). AWS is ordering copies and will have them
available through the National Office. If you would like a
copy, please send an e-mail to executivedirector@
americanwinesociety.org. Tom Russ is planning to attend
the AWS conference in November and will do a book
signing at the conference.

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G
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ost people familiar with the
process of winemaking know
the term chaptalization: to add
sugar to must or juice before fermentation. Usually this is done to increase
potential alcohol in grape wines not
quite ripe enough to produce that
alcohol on their own. Sounds simple,
just measure what you already have
and adjust for the difference.
There are plenty of charts, grafts,
formulas and calculators out there
to help but yet I see so many get it
wrong. Like looking into a box full of

Which, of course, is great if referring to
California grapes, but look at the Northeast or anywhere north for that matter
and it may not work out so well.
ALL IN THE NUMBERS
A 9 percent Chardonnay may not have
the same appeal as a 12 percent. So
let’s get practical. With those few
exceptions chaptalization is often
necessary and the proper care should
be taken to watch the numbers to be
sure they’re all right before proceeding
with the fermentation, because once

you have that number now you can
move forward.
Note: I know we now live in the digital age, however I have yet to find
a digital hydrometer, regardless of
manufacture or price that will give
me the same results from the same
sample three times in a row, so I will
stick to what I know works. And that
brings us to the next step. Since we
buy sugar by the pound and measure
or weigh sugar by the pound it only
makes sense that we also add sugar
by the pound.

CHAPTALIZATION
tools, just picking the wrench sitting
on top may not be the right size for the
job; your choice of method to calculate the differential in sugar has
to be chosen with some care.
The potential alcohol is a very important component of winemaking, for
some, the most important. If you are
making five gallons of wine at home
for fun it’s probably no big deal, however if you are making wine commercially then it’s a different story. When
making wine for sale under permit
then you have to consider the balance
of the alcohol to the type and style of
the wine, the tax category and the
label declaration, just to mention a few.
Now it’s a big deal.
In some parts of this country and other
parts of the world it is against regulations to chaptalize grape wines. To others it is just a dirty word, at least in reference to grape wines. I still hear from
time to time that grapes should only be
fermented with their “natural sugar.”
14 |
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it’s over there is no going back.

This process starts with something
that may seem a given or even redundant, measuring the existing sugar
(Brix). Those of you who read my
articles regularly have heard me say
this before so please bear with me.
If the brix reading is not correct then
anything done after will not be correct either. The simple process of
measuring sugar in existing juice or
must is really not simple. It has gotten
“simplified” because it is so basic to
winemaking it’s taken for granted that
whatever method you use here is
giving you the right answer it’s often
not checked.
I prefer a narrow range glass hydrometer and a one liter cylinder to hold the
sample. This instrument is calibrated
to read correct at 20⁰C (or 68⁰F) so any
difference should be adjusted, either
by changing the temp of the sample
or using the adjustment scale supplied with the hydrometer. Once

I recommend using a table (chart)
which shows the Degrees Brix and
its corresponding “Lbs. Solids per
U.S. Gallon” equivalent. This is mostly
sugar (soluble solids) less the water
weight. Basically it’s the weight of
sugar at the given brix.
For example 18 brix is 1.61331 lbs. of
sugar, so if you want to raise it to 22
brix, which is 2.00447 lbs. of sugar,
then you just subtract the difference
and 0.39116 is the lbs. per gallon needed to raise the brix to the corrected
value. Working with the actual pounds
of sugar will always give you the
approximate potential alcohol within
an acceptable margin of error (deviation) because a very small amount of
non-soluble solids may be in there.
For any of this to work and be checked
it is necessary to ferment to dryness
and test the alcohol (preferably with
an Ebulliometer) and adjusting for any
residual sugar before making a final
judgement. There are some online
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

calculators out there that ask you to
plug in certain values and will give you
an answer; some I have used actually
work however others have not. I recommend any source you use be reliable, you can find these tables in most
commercial winemaking references
(books) by known authors like Richard
Vine and Bruce Zoecklein.
That was the simple part. Working
with grape wine sugar values is rather simple because the difference is
usually rather small, a couple of brix,
and the source of juice or must can
be easily extracted for testing. But in

extracting the juice (strain if necessary)
to get a starting brix reading.
Some fruits are more difficult to
extract than others, however most
available sugar will ferment out during
maceration and get used by the yeast
so in some cases you will be adjusting
“blind” meaning that the value form
the test sample is used to make the
sugar addition when in many cases you
are fermenting mostly whole or chunk
fruit that only will release the sugars
as they ferment. This is why many receipts don’t get the target alcohol
need in a commercial wine.

Don’t try and get a brix reading of the
mix because in most cases the sugars
are still bound to the fruit instead take
the brix value from the start fruit, dilute
that by the same percent of water and
measure that again, that will be the
number you take to the table to get
the adjusted value. The rest works like
with grape wine. This will take some
patience however the payoff will be in
a better fruit wine with the alcohol you
actually want.
Over the years I have tested many fruit
wines, most of them good, however
the alcohol often came as a surprise

WATCHING
THE NUMBERS
by Wayne Stitzer

today’s market wines are made from
all types of fruits, mostly low in sugar
and have the added complication of
needing the addition of water as well.
Again as I have mentioned before, fruit
wines need to be adjusted to equal (at
least approximately) the value of grape
wines to ferment to stability. The sugar
addition almost always seems to be
the most changing.
LOST IN TRANSLATION
Where things go wrong here is that
almost all published values relate to
grape wine and don’t translate to other
fruits. Most commercial wine makers start by using home wine maker
“receipts” which again are fine if only
making five gallons but if you are
betting the farm on selling good fruit
wines then I recommend working
with actual values starting with again
the most obvious, the fruit itself. This
sounds like a given but believe me
isn’t always done. Whether its apples,
strawberries or rhubarb start by
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

They recommend adding a given
amount of sugar to an “unknown”
base of fruit that has its own sugar
value and will vary with every fruit.
Same goes for the amount of water.
If you just “dump in” a given amount
of water you can dilute certain flavor
values, body and mouth feel and still
not have the right potential alcohol
value. When making any fruit wine I
recommend adding only enough water
to enable fermentation.
The temptation is to create as much
volume as possible for profit however
this often results in a less than favorable wine. The big challenge here is
that each wine must be evaluated individually, because each fruit has different starting values so no one
adjustment will apply. Once the fruit
is crushed and/or pressed or even just
chopped then evaluate the minimum
amount of water it looks like will make
a must and measure that addition
accurately before adding it (record it)
then add it.

to the winemaker, either too low or
too high for the stated label — not a
good place to be. Because of all the
variables that come into play with all
the different fruit wines, the potential
alcohol is difficult to predict, so do your
best to measure it before you start and
avoid surprise.

About The Author
Wayne Stitzer was recently
named “Connecticut Wine
Person of the Year 2014.” He is
a professional member of AWS,
a frequent guest speaker and
winemaking consultant celebrating 30 years in the industry. He
can be found at www.winemakinghelp.com.
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EXPLORING
MICHIGAN’S
WINE TRAILS
by Michael Schafer, CSW

If you’ve never taken a wine trail
you’re in for a treat. Most wine
producing states have wine trails
or routes that direct you on a tour
of their wine country. Lots of fun,
easy to schedule and even easier
to follow, wine trails are a must
for enthusiasts and experts alike.
Michigan, the Great Lakes state,
has six trails for you to discover the bounty of delectable
Michigan wines. We begin our journey for the juice in northern Michigan and finish our travels in southeastern Michigan.

BAY VIEW WINE TRAIL
One of the newer trails on the scene is the Bay View Wine
Trail. Comprised of nine wineries, this trail located in the
northwestern part of the lower Peninsula is named after

16 |
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Little Traverse Bay. Variety is key on this wine path. Classic vinifera varietals and cold hardy varietals are grown in
this area producing a wide range of wines. Even wine from
maple syrup is available for the adventurous!
www.bayviewwinetrail.com

OLD MISSION PENINSULA
WINE TRAIL
Our second trail isn’t far from the first one. Old Mission
Peninsula, or as locals refer to it as the OMP, is just minutes
away from downtown Traverse City. Some of the state’s
oldest and most established wineries are situated on the
OMP. Nine wineries are within 30 minutes drive of each
other. It doesn’t get any easier than to follow this wine trail.
Panoramic vistas await you at some of your stops.
www.wineriesofoldmission.com/wine-trail

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

LEELANAU PENINSULA WINE TRAIL

THUMBS UP WINE TRAIL

The Leelanau Peninsula Wine Trail is the largest and oldest
in Michigan. With 25 wineries spread out over the stunning
Leelanau Peninsula, it’s a bit daunting. Have no fear. Three
“loops” make it easy to navigate. The Grand Traverse Bay
Loop is right out of Traverse City. The Northern Loop is,
as you surmised, is in the northern tip of this peninsula.
If you’re looking for sandy terroir, the Sleeping Bear Loop
is your destination loop. Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore is right in the backyard of this loop.

The newest wine trail, the Thumbs Up Wine Trail is naturally located in Michigan’s “thumb,” part of the Mitten state.
With 12 members, some of whom are located in the Metropolitan Detroit area, this trail offers a “passport” and is
quickly becoming a popular journey for many of Southeastern Michigan’s wine lovers.

www.lpwines.com

LAKE MICHIGAN SHORE WINE TRAIL
Heading south along Lake Michigan, you will arrive in Lake
Michigan Shore Wine Country. This is an AVA (American
Viticultural Area) as are the OMP and Leelanau Peninsula.
The southernmost wine trail in Michigan stretches across
the state’s southwestern corner from the Indiana-Michigan
state line, north to the Kalamazoo River and a bit further
east. 16 wineries await you on this trail.

www.thumbsupmi.com
All of Michigan’s wine trails are easy to navigate, fun to travel
and are free of charge. Well, some of the wineries may assess
a small tasting fee but it’s refundable when you buy a bottle
or two of their wine! Try wines made from cold-hardy grapes,
they are delicious, interesting and a bit different than the usual
Chardonnay and Cabernet Sauvignon.
Wherever you live, work or play, there are bound to be wine
trails for you to explore. Enjoy your local wines and wineries, odds are you will be very pleasantly surprised at the
quality of the wines and the warmth of your welcome.

www.lakemichiganshorewinetrail.com

PIONEER WINE TRAIL
Traveling east on I-94 you will discover the Pioneer Wine
Trail. Home to eight wineries and conveniently located in the
southern center of the Wolverine state, most of the wineries
are only moments from the interstate. One of the older trails,
these pioneers know the true meaning of hospitality-there’s
always a event or two happening along this trail.
www.pioneerwinetrail.com

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

About The Author
Michael Schafer Esq. is a sommelier and CSW
(Certified Specialist of Wine) based in Michigan. As
an instructor at Baker College and Dorsey Schools,
he teaches classes about wine, beer and spirits. He
also appears at wine festivals and events.
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lthough I am an obsessive compulsive wine lover
and traveler, I am first a winemaker. I grew up
careening down vineyard rows on my VéloSoleX
(motorised bicycle) in the French village of Pommard, Burgundy; stacking massive shale walls for
my dad’s near-vertical Hudson Valley vineyard terraces;
planting a three-hundred-year-old cornfield in Chester
County, Pennsylvania into the latest and greatest Dijon and
Bordeaux clones. This has made just bellying up to the tasting bar seem a bit like...a half empty glass of wine. I want it
all: the vineyards, the cellars, the people, and what they are
willing to do and put up with….and what all of that tastes
like. Thus I was palpably excited as I set out recently to
speak with two icons of artisan British Columbia wines in
the Okanagan Valley.

A

If you plunge into the Okanagan Valley from the all-season
resort town of Banff to the north, you will still be feeling
pretty rosy from that lovely little town’s obvious joy of life.
You will be awed by the three mountain ranges you’ve

yards are not grafted, perhaps because of occasional
winter depths of -13º F (-25ºC).
The northernmost end of the Valley (near Salmon Arm)
is the coolest and grows a range of grape varieties reminiscent of Pennsylvania for its propensity to make
sweet wines from unusual varieties. I fell in love with the
driving acidity and brilliant floral fruit of Madeleine Angevine at Larch Hills Winery. Two hours south you will be
driving through Kelowna, a 20 mile lakeside strip mall
rivaling any east coast beach town paradise. Boats reign.
From here south, in valleys and the Naramata ledges, are
perched gallons of fragrant whites, sophisticated barrelaged Chardonnays and smooth Pinot Noirs. Going south
another 45 minutes you’re into the largest and hottest vineyards. It is home to big gun Merlot, Cab and Syrah.
The OV has been a bread basket for hundreds of years. In
the 1970s, grapes, rather than other fruit, became a focus
for winemaking. In that period, a vast variety of grapes were

I OKANAGAN
motored through for the past four hours. Arrival time and
mood will be determined by how much road work is
being done as the Trans-Canadian Highway continues to be
transformed from a dramatic cow path to a state-of-the-art
driving miracle.
The Okanagan Valley is the warmest area in Canada. Some
call it the northern tip of the Sonoran Desert. It’s in a rain
shadow and the air is fresh and dry. The growing season is
short but days begin before 5 a.m. and go on till almost 11
p.m. Night temperatures are significantly lower than daytime. It is a vertical collection of lakes and valleys bounded
on three sides by cliffs and ledges large enough to allow
the planting of vineyards. Its soils range from volcanic to
glacial gravel, light clay and loam. A large portion of its vine-
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planted. When it was clear the market was being driven by
vinifera, the Canadian government offered to fund pulling
out certain varieties and planting more commercial varieties. There are now 4,000 hectares (9,900 acres acres) of
grapes and over 200 wineries. Unfortunately I couldn’t visit
them all, so I tasted as many as I could for breakfast, lunch
and dinner, and then focused in on the two profiled below.
Blue Mountain Winery, Okanagan Falls
www.bluemountainwinery.com
I lied when I first contacted the Mavety family, asking if I
could have an hour with Matt, the serious young man who is
responsible for growing and making their wine. I knew they
had too much history to get it all in a few minutes. But Matt

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

VALLEY WINES
by Eric Miller

was most gracious and made me feel like he had all the time
in the world to give me a thorough overview of the OV, from
top to bottom, soils to climate, politics to personalities.
In 1971 Ian, Matt’s dad, completed his Agriculture degree
and acquired the land which is now their vineyard. Their
winery is beautiful and the vineyards are lovingly hedged,
leaf-pulled and generally manicured. Vineyard workers and
serious equipment decorate the place and reflect a
significant investment. High density planting trials are
underway. Several soil fertility concepts have been
developed which are unique to the vineyard: diversification
of cover crops – including a selected blend of grasses,
legumes and flowering species – and use of on-farm composting of cow manure, wheat straw and spent grape skins.

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

Like most of the OV whites I found Matt’s wines to have a
brilliant crisp clean acidity. I loved the racy sparkling wines,
which used classic Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. In many
ways, they reminded me of the excellent bubbles being
made in England now, piquant green apple and lemony
acidity with a persistent mousse. I have laid down a couple
of bottles to see if they will develop that beloved bready
quality of Champagne.
The 2013 Chardonnay is a great example of Matt’s commitment to excellence. In a vintage darkened by an invasion of
wasps his fruit selection and handling in the cellar resulted in a classic white that should make Meursault and Montrachet nervous. I also tasted his 2013 Pinot Noir, which
I found to be a typical high quality Pinot from the area.
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my nose. The fresh smells of gooseberry, grapefruit and
cotton candy lasted well beyond a mouthful of crisp acidity
and sheer happiness.
2013 Reserve Pinot Noir – Based on six other Pinots tasted
from central OV, I declare this one first-rate and “typical”
– well-made with medium depth red color, ripe nose of
frozen strawberries and wilted flowers, soft, with a lengthy
delicate finish showing fine grainy tannins.
2008 Grand Total – This wine and I are star-crossed lovers,
tragically separated by U.S. and Canadian alcoholic beverage laws. A right bank blend dominated by Merlot (powerful but sooo refined) that floored me at dinner five hours
later. A complex arrangement of fine tannins and blackberry jam forever.
La Frenz Estate Winery

Consistent with the 2012 vintage it had lovely smells of
milk chocolate, cherry and wilted flowers, and was smooth
with moderate acidity, medium body and a long finish.
La Frenz Winery, Penticton
www.lafrenzwinery.com
LeFrenz proprietor Jeff Martin is a handsome made-formovies Australian in dusty boots, with a sense of humor
tinged by lessons learned. In 1989, after obtaining his
degree in enology and ending 14 years as chief winemaker
at McWilliams Winery, Australia, he was taken by what he
found in the Okanagan Valley. In 1994 he returned to stay
with his wife and two daughters. With the high energy I’m
sure he applies to every task, he bundled me into his pickup for a tour of his vineyard sites on the Naramata Bench.
Each site is unique unto itself, depending on its relation
to surrounding boulders, air flow, exposure to the sun and
winter temperatures.
While Jeff is not organic or bio-dynamic he is a student
of the au natural; his goal is to achieve sustainability by
a complex mix of site selection, personal observation and encouragement of local benificials. These are not
manicured showcase vineyards. There is no apology for
the thatch underfoot; he provides explanation and there are
medals to prove his point.

Overall, I fell in love
with the Okanagan
Valley for its dramatic wine country
and the town of
Penticton (where
we stayed) for its
sandy lake beach,
delightful
dining
options, fresh markets, multiple coffee shops, pride
of local wines and
beer, flat easy biking and location central to many excellent
wineries. When you go there, here’s a rule of thumb: If you
want to drink exemplary OV wines spend $30+ for reds and
$20+ for whites.

About The Author
Eric Miller has been an east coast American winemaker
for more than 40 years, first at his family’s Benmarl
Vineyards in New York State and then at Chaddsford Winery in Pennsylvania, which he founded and co-owned from
1982 through 2012. He has spent all of his adult life growing, conceiving and producing wines, learning and teaching
about wine, traveling to wine regions around th e world,
and, most importantly, tasting and drinking wine. He

When I walked into the tasting room, an angel put the best
North American Sauvignon Blanc I have ever tasted under
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can be reached at info@ericmillerwine.com
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newornoteworthy
										
GRAPES OF THE HUDSON VALLEY
New
York’s
Hudson Valley
has long been
known as the
birthplace of
American viticulture, with
roots dating
back to the
1600s.
For
centuries,
the region’s
terroir has tested both viticulturist and
wine maker alike, spawning advances in
cold-weather breeding, grape growing,
and winemaking techniques. A new book,
Grapes of the Hudson Valley, provides
insight into cold-climate growing and winemaking with first-hand knowledge offered
by viticulturist J. Stephen Casscles.
The easy-to-use reference guide includes
descriptions of more than 150 hybrid grapes
and wines, uniquely presented by hybridizer, with bios and photos. Rather than
presenting grapes in typical alphabetical
order, the book offers relevant insight into
each breeder’s methodology and purpose.
Detailed grape descriptions cover the common labrusca and French-American hybrids
popular in north America, as well as some
forgotten varieties and vinifera that can be
successfully grown east of the Mississippi
and north of the Mason-Dixon line.
Available directly from the publisher’s website: www.flintminepress.com. $29.99.
CONCHA Y TORO IS
MOST POWERFUL
For the second consecutive year, Concha
y Toro is catalogued as the most powerful
wine brand in the world in the 2015 ranking
“Power 100 Most Powerful Wine Brands,”
prepared by the independent consultancy,
Intangible Business.
Concha y Toro has demonstrated the success of its commercial strategy focused on
the global market and sustained over the
years. With respect to the previous year,
the company increased its score in areas
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

like market share, premium price positioning, market scope and relevance, among
other tangible and intangible factors that
are taken into account and have strengthened the company’s permanence in the
No.1 spot.
“This result is a recognition that fills us
with pride as we are convinced that the
Concha y Toro brand is our greatest asset.
This is why we work day by day in taking
care of it and making it grow. This once
again recognizes the global reach of our
company and the relevance it has for consumers in the different markets. We have
a presence in more than 145 countries and
have become a distinguished omnipresent
brand”, said Eduardo Guilisasti, CEO of Viña
Concha y Toro.
WINE FUND CREATES “DREAM TEAMS”
GrapeSeed™ Wine Fund is the first company
to marry consumers’ desire for choice and
exclusivity with winemakers’ passion for creating distinctive, small production wines.
		
Leveraging a crowdfunding model, GrapeSeed enables members, or “Partners,” to
pay a subscription fee to fund one-of-a-kind
wine projects from its growing roster of
iconic winemakers. This discreet channel
of distribution effectively breaks down
barriers that exist between consumers and
artisan winemakers, creating a unique new
community of wine lovers.
GrapeSeed offers its partners three
membership levels that provide them with
a variety of benefits, including access to
wine steward services, wine country
experiences and pre-release wine selections, depending upon partnership level. At
every level, partners make a monthly $100
wine fund contribution that may be used
toward wine purchases.
At launch, GrapeSeed has assembled a
dream team of winemakers from Napa and
Sonoma to create exclusive wines supported by consumer seed funding. The highly
acclaimed team includes Jessica Boone,
Nick Goldschmidt, Jean Hoefliger, Ed Sbragia and Douglas Stewart. GrapeSeed will
expand into other well-known wine regions
around the world as it develops its network
of exceptional winemakers.

by Jim Rink

GrapeSeed wine prices range from $25.00
to more than $200.00 per bottle. To learn
more, visit www.grapeseedwine.com.
PA WINE WEB TRAFFIC SOARS
People are thirsty for more information
about Pennsylvania wine. Interest in PA
Wine, and the state’s 12 wine trails in
particular, soared in April and May as new
website content was introduced to help
visitors plan spring and summer trips to
Pennsylvania’s wineries. To date, total
combined web traffic has increased 40
percent over 2014. The user-friendly
mobile site accounts for the bulk of the
web increases, jumping 93 percent over
the same period last year – including a 226
percent spike in traffic in April alone.
“There’s a strong interest in local wine.
In Pennsylvania, winemakers are meeting that demand by inviting more visitors
than ever before into their vineyards, barns
and tasting rooms, sharing their passion
for wine with a genuine interest in exploring and trying new things,” said Jennifer
Eckinger of the Pennsylvania Winery Association. “People have been very pleasantly
surprised by what they’re finding so close
to home, and the 12 wine trails across
Pennsylvania are a great way to discover
even more wineries and wines. Our goal
with the new web content, and the mobile
site we launched last year, is to package
all of the different trails and trips so that
the info is easy-to-use. It’s a response to
consumer demand.”
The new wine trails content was promoted
with an online advertising campaign that
began April 12. Since then, it has helped
drive an average of roughly 2,300 new
unique visitors into the sites each week
(as of May 31). The content lives on the PA
Wines’ mobile platform and is accessible
at PAWineTrails.com. Visits to wine trails
info has accounted for roughly 40 percent
of overall traffic to PA Wines sites,
far exceeding goals for the campaign and
underscoring the tremendous consumer
interest for spring and summer.
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Americans have never had a tradition of ‘laying down’ wines to age,
and even many enthusiasts drink their reds within a decade of bottling.
Where did we go wrong, and what can we do about it?
Last night, my wife and I enjoyed for dinner two different

I recently was asked, “Why do people drink wine so young

Napa Valley wines – a Freemark Abbey Merlot and a

nowadays? Are the days of bottle aging over?” I think there

Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon – paired with a leg of lamb

is one answer, but many contributing factors.

she bought at market for a ridiculously low price.
The answer: In general, American drinkers have not had the
The Freemark was the current release from 2011, a sample
I received a few days earlier for review. The Caymus, the
regular Napa label and not Special Selection, came from
my cellar. It was vintage 1984, 30 years old. Both were

opportunity to try older wines and have thus not developed
a taste for them necessary to create a demand and market
to supply it.

delicious, although quite different.

Let’s look at some contributing factors.

I am not wealthy, and my wine cellar would draw a yawn

Winemakers today are understandably ambivalent

from most collectors. But I do own hundreds of bottles that
are mostly from vintages beginning in the 1980s and
running through the early 2000s. Almost all wines in my
cellar are “everyday wines” – petit Bordeaux châteaux,
bargain reds from Italy, Spain and South America, lesser
Napa Valley reds. When I tasted each of them years ago
just after release, I judged them to be in good balance.
Forget the ratings, forget the prestige, buy a case and sock
it away.

about using age-worthiness as a primary criterion for
the wines they produce.
Keeping wine an extra year or three in inventory to age is
very expensive. Even top producers who can afford it –
such as those in Bordeaux or Napa Valley – have instead
been induced by Parker and the Spectator (and consultants
such as Rolland) to make ready-to-drink, high-alcohol,
fruit-forward wines that may not age well.

I am told that I am a rarity these days:

Eric Miller, former owner and winemaker at Pennsylvania’s

• My wife and I love older wines.

Chaddsford winery, says: “I thought about age-worthiness,

• We drink them weekly with dinner.

but I always was affected by cash flow!”

• We took the time to patiently build up a cellar.
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Mark Golodetz, president of Sleepy Hollow Wine Company

Wine shop owners have little incentive to stock

and supplier for many serious collectors, is critical of the

older wine or push consumer education.

big-and-fruity trend, but notes a change: “I’m seeing more
of a style and type of wine that is more of a return to

Like most American retail shops, John Murray says his

traditional winemaking.”

State Line store in Maryland has long ago quit selling Bordeaux futures. “Bordeaux has successfully become a non-

Château Lassegue in St-Emilion is indicative of a handful of

player in the market today,” he says. “They have priced

Bordeaux producers not part of the early-tasting, early-sell-

themselves as high as their egos, just like some Califor-

ing en primeur system. They have just now released their

nia producers.” Still there are many customers who cellar

2005. “We prefer to hold the vintage until it is ready,” says

wines, he says. “Once again, the under $20-$30 seems to

co-owner Monique Seillan. “This benefits the consumer, as

be the magic number. There are some very good vintages

he can enjoy a wine when it starts to show its potential.

from the West Coast, such as the 2012, that will age, quite

But this comes with a cost and this explains also the

nicely, for years down the road.” I am surprised that more

variation in price from a vintage to another.”

merchants don’t have a “Mature Wines” shelf for odd
bottles and cancelled orders rather than as placing them in

Critics and wine writers have been

bargain bins like damaged goods.

two-dimensional on the issue.
Consumers have not looked out for their own interests.
We have too-often judged a red wine on how it tastes now
and how it will taste when it is “ready.” Former wine mer-

One solution is a social one: Establish a “buying group” of a

chant, now wine writer, Steven Spurrier of “Judgment of

few friends who taste currently available wines at, say, un-

Paris” fame, says, “During my years working in France, I

der $30 before and over dinner. Then buy a case or two of

joined their idea of drinking red wines young and saying that

those with a nice balance between moderate fruit and good

they would be much better in a few more years. Whereas

acidity – the key to aging potential. I was in such a group in

back home in England, the wines were aged too long, and

the 1990s with a friend named Mike. “We started with one

we said that they would have been better a few years ago.

case (Liberty School Cab – purchased around 1990), and

The key is to drink ‘on the rise.’” Yet, we writers go gaga

grew that collection to about 850 bottles,” Mike reports.

when we taste a Drouhin 1937 Musigny over dinner at their

“Over time we have downsized to about 550 bottles now.

Beaune cellar.

We have recently been drinking some 1988 Arrowood
Cabs—just finishing those up. We have a number of 1990

Why not enjoy a wine in all three stages – when it is young

Bordeauxs still in the cellar from our trips there when we

and sassy, when it is “on the rise” and when it has slipped

lived in England.”

into the mellow recesses of old age?
Build such a cellar, and your friends will be as impressed
Restaurants have been a bright spot –

by the number of bottles you’ve squirreled away as much

but they could do more.

as they are the few trophy wines most likely to be donated
to charity auctions or drunk in after-dinner cellar raids when

Great restaurants have always been a bastion for having

they can be least appreciated.

cellars of aged wines, and they are to be applauded for this.
But they come at a price – a great price, usually. Why not

Will older wines – never really that popular in the U.S.

buy less-expensive wines as well, ones that will easily age

– experience a blossoming in the coming years? Let’s

10-20 years and sell them at a fraction of the prices of the

predict they will – a self-fulfilling prophecy. Predictions, like

great growths on their lists?

wine, need lots of time to tell how good they are.
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21 Wines to Watch
Scherrer Winery | 2012 Hallberg Vineyard Pinot Noir		
Green Valley, California
Exotic spices and floral notes mesmerize the senses as this immaculately
balanced Pinot Noir approaches the nose. Cascading onto the palate are layers of
cherry, black raspberry, cola, earthy undertones and expertly managed oak. Laser
sharp acids, purity of fruit and refined tannins speak volumes about this stunning,
age-worthy wine.
Food pairing: Chicken Marsala | SRP: $75 | www.scherrerwinery.com

Ellen Landis, CS, CSW

Le Mortelle | 2012 Botrosecco Maremma Toscana Cabernet | Tuscany, Italy
This blend of Cab Sauv and Cab Franc displays an attractive melding of old world
and new world wine styles. Warm earth and spicy aromas are captivating. Earthy,
lean characteristics join sweet, dense black and red cherry fruit outlined by a lively
backbone of acidity and velvety tannins.
Food pairing: Polenta topped with marinara | SRP: $17 | www.antinori.it
Sierra Starr Vineyard | 2011 “Rising Starr” Cabernet Franc
Sierra Foothills, California

Laetitia Vineyard & Winery | 2012 Brut Rose | Arroyo Grande Valley, California
Shimmering and energetic from the berry scented nose through the red cherry,
cranberry, citrus, baking spice, hints of yeast and fresh pastry flavors that broaden
gracefully on the palate. The lively, tiny bead invigorates the tongue as it makes
its way to the vibrant finish.

Fresh berries and tinges of forest floor on the nose lead the way to a vibrant
mouthful of black raspberries, blackberries, savory spice, graphite and pretty
herbal accents. Rich and complex with a smooth texture and beautiful purity
through the lingering finish.
Food pairing: Roasted lamb shanks | SRP: $24 | www.sierrastarr.com

Food pairing: Crabmeat au gratin | SRP: $30 | www.laetitiawine.com
Yealands Family Wines | 2014 Pinot Noir | Marlborough, New Zealand
Whistler Wines | 2012 Merlot | Barossa Valley, Australia
Strikingly hued with an aroma that will charm the socks off any red wine lover,
here is a polished Merlot. Lush and buoyant with blackberries and blueberries
joining graphite, a touch of earthiness and a generous sprinkling of spice. Well
integrated oak and supple tannins top off the superb package.
Food pairing: Barramundi with a red wine sauce | SRP: $27
www.whistlerwines.com.au
Travieso Winery | 2013 “La Llorna” White Wine | Sonoma County, California

A delicate, varietally correct Pinot Noir that announces sweetheart cherry, tea
spice, red licorice and a dusting of earth from the very first whiff. Well defined and
ethereal, there is something magical about this wine as it caresses the palate.
An incredible value, too.
Food pairing: Mushroom-parmesan cheese soufflé | SRP: $17
www.yealands.co.nz
Penfolds Vineyards | 2013 Reserve Bin A Chardonnay
Adelaide Hills, Australia

Food pairing: Grilled skate wings | SRP: $30 | www.traviesowinery.com

This whole bunch pressed Chardonnay is tightly wound with impressive
complexity. Aged in 50% new and 50% seasoned oak, it’s layered and elegant as
it flows from the glass with Asian pear, toasted oak undertones, hints of lemon
verbena and a solid thread of minerality. Dynamic and perfectly balanced through
the polished finish.

Teac Mor Vineyards | 2012 Pinot Noir | Russian River Valley, California

Food pairing: Broiled swordfish | SRP: $100 | www.penfolds.com

Red fruit and floral notes engage the senses as this Burgundian style Pinot Noir
greets the nose. Elegant on the palate with provocative layers of raspberries, licorice drops and fresh red cherries coming together in symphonic harmony.
Vibrant acidity and silky tannins reverberate through the finish.

Michael Rose Cellars | 2014 Bouschet Rosé | Central Coast, California

This crisp blend of Viognier, Chardonnay and Roussanne opens with pretty scents
of a fresh floral bouquet. Layers of sautéed apples, stone fruit, honeysuckle and
nicely integrated oak fill the mouth, and snappy acidity keeps the balance on point.

Food pairing: Pork rollatini | SRP: $38 | www.teacmor.com

This charming dry rosé is crafted of 100% Alicante Bouschet, one of the few teinturier (red fleshed) grapes. Alluring scents and flavors of raspberry, cherry, hints
of crushed multi-colored peppercorns and a trace of earth decorate the palate.
Balanced and lively with glistening acidity.
Food pairing: Oysters with horseradish cream | SRP: $24
www.michaelrosecellars.com
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Cinquain Cellars | 2013 Riverview Vineyard Chardonnay
Monterey, California
Aromas and flavors of crisp green apple, creamy pear, butterscotch candy, lemonlime and a pinch of herbs entwine as this streamlined Chardonnay bedazzles the
senses. Precisely balanced and silky in texture, and the deft oak management
allows the bright fruit to shine.
Food pairing: Grilled corn chowder | SRP: $48 | www.cinquaincellars.com
Tablas Creek Vineyard | 2014 Patelin de Tablas Rosé | Paso Robles, California
This impeccably balanced blend of Grenache, Mourvedre and Counoise shows off
mouthwatering aromas and a luscious palate full of fresh strawberries, raspberries, orange zest and spiced cranberry sauce. The vivacious level of acidity wows;
a tantalizing, well-structured dry rosé.

Vintage Cowboy | 2014 Grenache Blanc | Edna Valley, California
Citrus flecked tropical fruit, fresh cut nectarines and a thread of minerality are
unleashed on the nose and cut a wide swath across the uplifted palate. Thirst
quenching and nicely put together with a broad beam of acidity balancing the
bright, abundant fruit.
Food pairing: Lemon and basil grilled scallops | SRP: $20
www.vintagecowboywinery.com
Vina Robles Winery | 2012 Estate Petite Sirah
Paso Robles, California
Delicious, palate pleasing and powerfully built, this wine is far from shy. Black
plums, brambly fruit, savory accents and underlying oak unwind on the palate
confidently. Approachable now, yet the fine balance of deep fruit, tannins and
acids puts this Petite Sirah on a good track for aging as well.

Food pairing: Dover sole with roasted pine nuts | SRP: $20 | www.tablascreek.com
Food pairing: Braised beef cheeks | SRP: $29 | www.vinarobles.com
Wrath Wines | 2012 Tondré Grapefield Pinot Noir
Santa Lucia Highlands, California
Forest floor aromas set the stage for this intense, mouth filling wine. Concentrated
black cherry, plum, sandalwood and wild mushroom flavors swirl amidst a breezy
sea foam quality, carrying the harmonious flavors to a glorious explosive finish.

Scheid Vineyards | 2011 Estate Merlot | Monterey, California
Chock full of blueberry and boysenberry aromas, this is a fashionable Merlot
boasting a luxurious texture and skillful balance. Yummy flavors of blueberry jam,
cassis, brown spice and hints of fresh tobacco flood the palate and linger through
the upbeat aftertaste.

Food pairing: Cremini mushroom kebabs | SRP: $49 | www.wrathwines.com
Asuncion Ridge Vineyards | 2012 Nefarious | Paso Robles, California
A plush blend of Syrah and Grenache that opens with a fragrance of red and purple
fruits rising from the glass. Juicy flavors of fresh picked raspberries, spiced meat
nuances and succulent plums framed by smooth tannins richly coat the mouth.
Finishes long with intensity and style.
Food pairing: Cuban spiced pork shoulder | SRP: $44 | www.asuncionridge.com
Sojourn Cellars | 2013 Gap’s Crown Vineyard Pinot Noir
Sonoma Coast; California

Food pairing: Lamb and eggplant lavash wraps | SRP: $24
www.scheidvineyards.com
Pianetta Winery | 2012 Sangiovese | Paso Robles, California
Here is an expressive, varietally spot on new world Sangiovese. Lean and sinewy
with red cherry, Christmas pudding spice and full throttle acidity. A sleek wine that
excites the senses from first sniff, to the pulsating palate, through the engaging,
spirited finish.
Food pairing: Grilled vegetable caponata | SRP: $32 | www.pianettawinery.com
Clavo Cellars | 2011 Malbec | Paso Robles, California

Perfumed scents of sautéed Shitake mushrooms and exotic spice waft from the
glass. Black cherry, well integrated oak, spiced berry compote, fresh chopped
herbs and woodsy notes surround a silky backbone of tannins. Intensely structured
and multifaceted with a persistent, memorable aftertaste.

Inviting fresh berry and floral aromas draw you into the glass. Succulent blackberries, ripe black plums, huckleberries, chopped herbs and pepper spice link in
harmony as this full bodied wine fills the mouth. An intense, well defined Malbec
with firmly structured tannins and extended length.

Food pairing: Salmon grilled in grape leaves | SRP: $55 | www.sojourncellars.com
Food pairing: Flank steak satay | SRP: $40 | www.clavocellars.com
Eberle Winery | 2012 Barbera | Paso Robles, California
Sun ripened fruit is deliciously showcased amidst the focused aromas and spice
adorned red berry, black cherry and plum chutney flavors that glide across the palate. Elegant tannins, a touch of earthiness and well integrated oak add dimension
and depth. One classy, new world Barbera.
Food pairing: Grilled sirloin with tomato jam | SRP: $28 | www.eberlewinery.com

About The Author

Ellen Landis, CS, CSW, a published wine writer, certified sommelier and wine
consultant, is involved with many aspects throughout the world of wine. As
wine director and sommelier at Landis Shores Oceanfront Inn (Half Moon Bay,
CA), which she co-owns with husband and chef Ken Landis, she coordinates
and hosts wine events to help further educate wine aficionados. She was also
a sommelier at the Ritz-Carlton for four years. Ellen has traveled extensively to
many wine regions throughout North America and overseas.

Contact Ellen at ellen@ellenonwine.com.
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NEXT ISSUE OF
THE JOURNAL

CLASSIFIEDS

TOURS
La Dolce Vita Wine Tours
Explore the wine regions of Italy,
Spain and Portugal. Sample the
best of Barolo, Brunello, Amarone,

In the next issue of the Journal,
Michael Schafer, CSW, will

Super Tuscans, and Rioja's
new wave.

compare and contrast Bordeaux
and Meritage.

Also, wine and walking combos in
the Cinque Terre, Alps, Tuscany

Which is your favorite?

and Sicily. Small groups, private
tastings, reasonable prices.

888.746.0022
dolcetours.com
2015 Austrian-Hungarian Trip and
2015 Alsace Germay Trip with limited seats...
SIGN UP SOON!
Experienced escorts and guides take you
from the hotel to the vineyards, wine
cellars, historic town squares, medieval
castles and baroque monasteries, and
ensure you sample to local culinary
specialties along with local wines.
We are there for you at every step, so
you can relax and enjoy your journey.
Time to explore your own is allowed
in every itinerary.

Vines to Wines Tours
www.vinestowinetours.com

Award Winning Wines
Knowledgeable Staﬀ
Winemaking Shop
Seasonal Grape
Juice & U-Pick
Open Year Round

5576 Route 14, Dundee, NY 14837
(607) 243-7883

www.fulkersonwinery.com

868-684-0400
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ADVERTISE WITH US!

WHO READS THE JOURNAL?
The Wine Journal reaches
a targeted market of
sophisticated and
knowledgeable wine
consumers. Of the members,
98% drink wine every
week, 60% buy at least
ten cases of wine yearly,
and 35% make wine. 60%
of Wine Journal readers
travel to wine regions
at least once per year.

AD RESERVATION
AND REMITTANCE
American Wine Society
Att: John Hames
PO Box 279 | Englewood, OH 45322
888-AWS-9070 | (fax) 937.529.7888
executivedirector@americanwinesociety.org

AD SUBMISSION
TECHNICAL QUESTIONS
The Blue Guy Creative
Att: Steve Porter
2185 Britt Street
Grayson, GA 30017
404.925.2677
steve@theblueguy.com

The American Wine Society
Wine Journal is the official
journal of the American Wine Society,
a non-profit educational organization
dedicated to the education of its
members and the general public
on all aspects of wine.
The Wine Journal is a quarterly
publication and is sent to all
AWS members, either
electronically or in print.
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Address Service
Requested
PO Box 279
Englewood, Ohio 45322

Follow AWS
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